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The Challenge

The Strategic Forum is an organization of industry leaders from diverse backgrounds
dedicated to the exchange of ideas and the promotion of business opportunities. With a
focus on networking and education, the SF offers members powerful resources for growth
and advancement. The Forum achieves its goals through regular meetings, member-to-
member communications, and guest speaker events.

The CEOs and business owners in
the Strategic Forum wanted to
network and expand their
relationships— but they were
lacking a strategy on LinkedIn. 
Their members were very effective
at networking offline at face-to-
face networking events, but they
did not know how to bring their
networking skills online and
leverage LinkedIn. 
As a result, they were limited in
their networking reach and missed
several opportunities to connect
with other important decision-
makers online. 



The Solution

The Outcome

Ed Sirlin, a New York City Board Member of Strategic Forum, hired Evyrgreen Networking for
Teams to do a series of six workshops, each 30 days apart. In these workshops, Evyrgreen
taught the members of Strategic Forum how to utilize LinkedIn’s search tools, optimize their
profiles, employ automation tools, and navigate the ins and outs of the platform to make
more robust, strategic choices that lead to stronger introductions. Additionally, Evygreen
provided them with coaching and live support to bolster their efforts on LinkedIn.

As a result of our partnership, the members of Strategic Forum gained a thorough and
comprehensive understanding of how to use LinkedIn. Evyrgreen Networking for Team’s
workshops and resources enabled the members of Strategic Forum to increase their
amount of activity within their networking group and enhance their follow-up process.
Thanks to our actionable insights, they no longer fear networking online and have made
significantly more introductions that have benefitted their network and local influence. 

EVYRGREEN NETWORKING FOR TEAMS

“Evyrgreen Networking for Teams brought our LinkedIn strategy to
the next level. Before partnering with them, we were shooting in the

dark. Now, we each have an actionable process on how to use
LinkedIn to network better than ever before. The opportunities are

endless.”
 

- Ed Sirlin



More Referrals, Valuable Relationships on LinkedIn

LET’S TALK

Need help generating qualified
conversations and growing revenue

with LinkedIn?

Book a strategy session with a team member to
learn about how Evyrgreen Networking for Teams

can help you. 
 

https://www.evyrgreen.com/talktous

